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inside the ears and the skin respectively (21). The letter
Da should be imagined as burning In the eyes, and the letter
Tha in the tongue, the letters Ta and Inga being respectively
located in the nose and the speech (22). The adept and the
initiated Brahmin should locate in the arms, the letters Jhtt
which is an emblem of the organ of hands, the letter ja in
the feet, the letter ccJia inside the anus, and the letter cha
in tbe genitals (23). The letter unga, which is symbolical
of the earthly essence,1 should be imagined as shining brilliant
inside the muscles df the legs, the letter gha in the pelvic
cavity, and the letter ga which is symbolical of the light,
should be imagined as illumining the region cf the cardaic
recesses of the god (24). The letter Kha which represents
the serial essence (Bayutafva) should be fancied as placed
in the nostrils, and the letter ka which symbolizes the
infinite ethar should be located in the cavity of the skull (25).
The letter ya which ows its origin to the spirit of the sun,
should be mentally ensconced in the plexus, situate over the
aforesaid organ, and'which is named after that deity—hundred
and forty thousand rays of light being imagined as shooting
forth from the centre thereof (26). The letter Ma burning
as a star of sixteen points, should be placed in the midst
of the circle from which radiate the aforesaid rays of light,
and within that, the priest fully initiated into the mysteries of
the mantra, should imagine the letter chandrabindu (sign for
the nasal sound); and the letter ffat preceded by ihe frana&a
mantra Om, should be placed at the centre of the plexus, and
the sign of the vowel £7, should be coupled with the aforesaid
/fa, So that the whole mantra at the centre would read Om
Hnu, The mantras which form the energies as it were of
the principal one, are, " Om Am Paramestyatmana 2, Am
mamas Purusatmana 3. Qm, bam M&non&Ttf$atman&i 4
Nam Biskv&tm&na 5 Om bSm nam&s Sarv&fmana (27^-29),
The first of the aforesaid mantras should be applied to (fie
seat, the second to tbe cushion, the third to the bed of the

